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“GETONWITHIT!” sighed Sherbet as the icicles dripped from her nose and the rattle from her 

undercarriage grew louder. It was certainly cooling down after what was a balmy sunset. Those that 

arrived a bit early could see the bay orange tinged as the sun dipped, as painted by E.T. 

The circle was coughed into shape and with 0.25secs notice Jake the Peg was advised he’s squeezing 

the pencil this week, yahey! 

The hare-roasting began with our GM asking the runners what they thought of the obstacle course? 

Chunda deferred to Ned who batted it straight back to Chunda, love-15. Chunda, sitting on the 

fence and ever the diplomat, declared it SHIT and scored it 0/0. He added that’s all he has to say 

about it. He went on to say it was 9.4 fucken K. He wondered to Dog “How fast did he think he was 

running?” Dog guessed 9.4 fucken K as he was back in one hour! Discourse continued an-infinitum 

about the dangerous bit o’ trail that claimed the nose of Ryvita when she steeplechased into a root 

and did her plough impersonation. As of today she’s doing very well under the doctor. The hare had 

asked how many WC’s on trail, to which Jake the Peg stated the whole bloody area is one big dunny. 

The stand-in RA Chunda continued to roast the hares who argued back that Ryvita always hurts 

herself on his runs. 

Dog charged Ned for getting way too cosy when, arriving in a busy Warwick, they had to share a 

room with Fidel. Dog paid Ned $45 for services rendered. Mammary Stick chimed in with an 

infidelity charge and Jake the Peg suggested Dog probably humped Ned’s leg. They down-downed to 

the ‘thirty toes’ song. 

Shredder was charged for attempting to run. He counter-charged Pleasure Island. He introduced 

himself to her and asked what she does for a living, she quickly replied “Pleasure!” 

Rabbi charged Raw Liver for ringing him on-trail for no reason. 

Announcements- Flower shrieked she has had two pricks from the clinic now. Jake the Peg 

announced the Brisbane Brewery Hash is on 3rd of July and will be an easy peasy train ride to Ippy. 

Everyone will have had a practice run on the Hashwarts Sip, Swill & Stagger. 

Awards – 

Dummies went to Chunda for arcing up at the hares. 

Little dicks went to Chunda for arcing up at the hares. 

Raw Liver got a charge for forgetting the Grub Shirt. Jake the Peg joined her for forgetting the Bow 

Tie. 

Pleasure Island got charged for trying to duck out of a photo and for not wearing Hash gear. To this 

she unzipped her jacket and, gasp!, thrust her perfectly formed Hash shirt in our faces. 

Next Week’s Run - Mason’s Lodge, 18 Watcombe Street, Wobbly Heights, Hare - Pithead 


